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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to
promote and further the technology of electric powered R/C
aeromodeling; encourage competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon
Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric
categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored events and
sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience;
and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-
wide model aviation events.

Zip Code  92109

Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Latitude  32.7625480  Longitude  1721415

2005 Officers
President
619-298-7592

Vice President
619-925-5357

Secretary
760-583-1926

Treasurer
858-674-1378

Editor
760-967-7259

Safety Officer
619-284-0816

Chairman of the Board
619-865-5929

Steven Manganelli
sefsdpres@yahoo.com

Doug Rubin
dougrubin@san.rr.com

David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

Michael Neale
         michaelwneale@earthlink.net

Bill Fee
dwfee@cox.net

Steve Neu
          sneu@aol.com

David Pitcairn
dtpitcairn@aol.com

web site: http://sefsd.org/

Field

Aerospace Museum
Monthly Meeting site

AMA Charter Club 3078

Board of Directors

Chairman of the Board
619-865-5929

President
619-298-7592

Vice President
619-925-5357

Treasurer
858-674-1378

At Large
858-274-7322

At Large
619-479-1321

At Large
619-427-6392

David Pitcairn
dtpitcairn@aol.com

Steven Manganelli
sefsdpres@yahoo.com

Doug Rubin
dougrubin@san.rr.com

Michael Neale
         michaelwneale@earthlink.net

Chuck Grim
chuckgrim@mac.com

Ray Fulks
rwfulks@cox.net

Tim Attaway
trattaway@cox.net

Membership
760-967-7259

Video/DVD/Librarian
858-456-1261

Raffle
619-562-3774

Flight Insructor
858-272-6882

Sylvia Fee
sylviafee@cox.net

Chet Tussey
ctussey@aol.com

Robert Abel

Pedro Brantuas
pedro@san.rr.com

Committees

This Month’s Cover

Steven Manganelli

The wonders of the computer age!  Shortly after this year’s
MWE I “created” this cover in Photoshop, coverted it into a
PDF, and e-mailed a copy to the printer for a reaction, and any
suggestions from their graphic artist (NO CHARGE!).

When I started on the April issue, the cover was nowhere to be
found; and the I remembered that e-mailed PDF.  The layers
were flattened, and the artwork was far from finished, but I
thought that I would publish it “as is,” to draw attention to how
it was created.  The horizontal heli shot in the foreground was
from one (unidentiied) source; the background, from last
month’s issue. The PBY was lifted from the internet:  I dropped
out the background, but left a white “finge” to be cleaned up
later. The blending of the bushes in the top and bottom picture is
not complete, and I copied half the tree on the shoreline and
flipped it horizontally to hide part of the PBY as if it were
landing in the bay.
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The AMA National Newsletter
is published for club newsletter
editors. It is a compilation of
AMA Headquarters’ news,
articles, tips, cartoons, and
humor gathered from club
newsletters across the country.
Whenever possible, the original
source of the article is published.

Articles reprinted in the National
Newsletter from other sources
do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the Academy nor are
these articles intended to be
endorsements of particular
products by the Academy.

Every effort is made to ensure
that the information contained
herein is accurate but the Acad-
emy of Model Aeronautics is not
responsible for errors or omis-
sions. No responsibility is
assumed, expressed, or implied
as to suitability, safety or ap-
proval of any material in this
newsletter. Any party using
anything expressed herein does
so at his or her own risk and
discretion without recourse
against anyone.

How do I get all these articles from far-away places?
And why?

Contributions to the National
Newsletter are welcome! Credit
will be noted and given when due.
The Academy reserves the right to
edit or reject any material submit-
ted for publication.

Permission is granted for quoting
or reprinting items contained
herein, provided attributes accom-
pany the piece.
The AMA National Newsletter is
published for club newsletter
editors. It is a compilation of
AMA Headquarters’ news, ar-
ticles, tips, cartoons, and humor
gathered from club newsletters
across the country. Whenever
possible, the original source of the
article is published.

Articles reprinted in the National
Newsletter from other sources do
not necessarily reflect the opinion
of the Academy nor are these
articles intended to be endorse-
ments of particular products by
the Academy.
Every effort is made to ensure that
the information contained herein
is accurate but the Academy of
Model Aeronautics is not respon-

sible for errors or omissions. No
responsibility is assumed, ex-
pressed, or implied as to suitabil-
ity, safety or approval of any
material in this newsletter. Any
party using anything expressed
herein does so at his or her own
risk and discretion without re-
course against anyone.

Contributions to the National
Newsletter are welcome! Credit
will be noted and given when due.
The Academy reserves the right to
edit or reject any material submit-
ted for publication.

Permission is granted for quoting
or reprinting items contained
herein, provided attributes accom-
pany the piece.

Note:  In the recent past this
information was only available in
hard copy, which was randomly
mailed to the Treasurer of a club
(rather than the Editor, since the
Treasurer is designated by AMA
the “official” contact individual in
a club). Now it is printed monthly
(or when fresh information is
available) on AMA’s web page.
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The President’s Corner
By Steve Manganelli

Spring Fever and Deadlines
Between my own travel sched-
ule and deadlines, I feel a bit
out of touch with what’s going
on in the Club! Though absent
from our March meeting, I’ve

heard some anecdotal feed back that our Featured
speaker for the General Meeting was excellent,
thanks to Doug Fronius and Dave Pitcairn for arrang-
ing it. I’m pleased to report that Mr. Chet Tussey
will be taking over for Uranna Greene as Video
Librarian; thanks for your help Chet; this is a lot
better than me storing them in a basement! I’m also
almost ashamed to report that there is a slight chance
I will miss yet another meeting, possibly being in
Norfolk VA this time. However, whatever transpires
will be after the Newsletter is “in the can” so you’ll
just have to come on out and see for yourself! Our
able VP Doug Rubin has already volunteered to step
if necessary. I also understand that Robert Abel our
able “Raffleer” from the Christmas party has taken
over the Raffle; thank you kindly for doing that for
us Robert. So that fills our vacancies. See what I
mean by out of touch?
Since it was partially responsible for me missing the
last meeting, I feel compelled to provide a report on
the Design/Build/Fly Contest Steve Neu and I at-
tended in Patuxent River MD on the 24th and 25th
of April. Our supported Team and my alma matter,
UCSD placed 5th out of 46 Schools participating in
this undergraduate Engineering Student Competi-
tion, the competitors coming from as far away as
Turkey, Israel and Italy. Their model “TLAR Ex-
treme” ably flown by Steve Neu was one of the few
models even able to complete the more difficult
missions. The hardest mission required carrying (2)
3” OD X 12” long PVC tubes ballasted to 3 #s each,
on the wing tips over an FAI like 1000’ course. Once
you took off with the payloads, you landed, dropped
the payloads by R/C in designated spots, then took
off, flew another lap, taxied to the payloads, rein-
stalled them, fly again, then landed and disas-
sembled the model and placed it into a 1’ X 2’ X 4’
box. Takeoff had to occur in less than 150 ft. and the

entire task was timed and of course the faster, the
better score. We did it in approximately 5 ½ minutes.
The next most difficult task was to carry the above
payloads internal to the fuselage, fly a lap, take the
payloads out, fly another lap, put them back in, fly a
lap, take them out, fly a lap then put the model back
into the box. We did this mission twice, shaving 15
seconds off the first attempt during the second
attempt.
However, since this is a Design/Build/Fly competi-
tion, there was a 60 page paper documenting the
design process required and a “handicapping” factor
associated with how heavy and large the model was,
smaller and lighter being more favorable. The score
for the paper and the handicapping factor relative the
other participants could not be known until the flyoff
in Maryland. These (2) parameters formed a quotient
to be multiplied by flight time to arrive at flight
score. Our quotient was 7.6 where the winning
Oklahoma State team had over 12. Before any flights
took off, we know we’d have one arm tied behind
our backs. We held on to third place for most of the
competition as it became clear that few of the teams
had practiced the external carry mission. Many of
those who tried later were in a “go for broke” mode.
Sometime after Steve N. and I left, Washington State
pulled it off and pushed us out of the money due to a
much higher quotient.
Aside from go for broke, plenty just broke. Those
that broke spectacularly included Perdue, University
of Texas-Arlington and Haifa/Israel whose model did
the dreaded “lose-one-external-payload in flight and
spin in horrendously. I have never seen a model spin
in that fast, nothing like 3 #s on the wing tip of a 8 #
model, is there? Anyways, Steve N. and I are work-
ing on a Documentary/Comedy (Docu-Comedy)
about the event that we are hoping to debut at the
next meeting or so.
Without stealing our secretary’s thunder, a lot of
progress was made on MWE planning, the first
being the name which must be changed to something
like “MWE Spring Fling” as the date will be the 2nd
weekend in May, adjusted if necessary to avoid
Mothers Day. The Board felt this was early enough
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Contest Fun fly ideas
Feather River RC Modelers Newsletter

Art Devol, Editor, Oroville CA
This is for a fun fly and not a fierce fly, the idea is to have fun.

Taxiing Contest:This is a timed event. Airplanes will start at a start/finish line, taxi to a turn-around line,
and taxi back to the start/finish line. Fastest time wins. Two wheels must remain on the ground at all times.
In the case someone enters a tail dragger, the rear wheel can come off the ground.
Hints: Make sure your steerable wheel is aligned and that your airplane will track straight on the ground.
Apply full down trim to the elevator to keep your airplane from taking off. As soon as possible apply full
throttle while keeping the model moving straight. Somewhere between 40 and 50-feet from the turn around,
decrease the engine’s power to an idle to avoid tipping the aricraft while turning around. Keeping the model
moving in a straight line with full power can be tricky; it would be a good idea to practice before the con-
test. You might have to apply a little down elevator to keep the model from taking off when it picks up
speed.

Timed Take Off and Landing:This is a timed event. The planes take off from beyond a start/finish line.
The stopwatch starts as soon as the model is airborne. The aircraft circles the field, comes in and lands
beyond the start/finish line. The stopwatch stops as soon as all three wheels are back on the ground.
Hints: Try not to gain too much altitude after taking off. After crossing the finish line a spotter will call out
turn. Make a sharp turn, cut power, and come in on a short approach. Make sure you carry enough speed for
the model to land beyond the finish line or that run will be disqualified.

Spot Landing:Three circles are drawn on the field. Landing inside the small circle will count for five
points, the middle circle four points and the large three points. Two attempts are permitted, scores are added
and the highest score wins.
Hints: This event is not timed. I Suggest you make a long approach to the field, this will allow you to line
up with the circles better. On approach, a combination of engine speed and up elevator trim will allow you
to make a shallow, controlled approach at a low speed. As you near the circles decrease engine speed and
drop down onto the field.

Hands-Off Event:This is a timed event. Take off and climb to 200 to 300-feet. Put in some left or right
rudder or aileron trim, just enough to make the airplane fly a wide, slow turn. Add enough up-elevator trim
and engine speed to keep the airplane from loosing altitude in its slow turn. When you are happy with the
trim, put the transmitter down and tell the timer to start. Before the model hits the ground or flies out of
sight pick up the transmitter and the stop watch records the total hands-off time.
Hints: You will have to adjust for any wind by starting upwind. How much engine speed you let the airplane
fly with will depend on the design of your airplane. Too much speed and it will gain too much altitude. Not
enough speed and you will have a short run. Make sure you have a full fuel tank.
From the
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to avoid some of the other major Summer events and
late enough for good weather and daylight savings
time; there was simply no interest in another rainy
mud fest on Presidents Day weekend. The rest of
MWE will remain about as it has been as far as
vendors, food, raffle, etc. We voted to splice in
informal events including Electroglide, Scale, Limbo
Combat, Aerobatics, Freestyle and Helicopter drag
races, plus narrated Demos of exciting or unusual
models. More to come as we pin down all the de-

tails.
We also cemented Tim Attaway’s June 9th Funfly
Contest/Barbeque and July 10th IMAC pattern/
aerobatic Contest. The former will be a kick in the
pants with Tim’s always creative “tasks” . Think in
terms of spot touch and go, most loops, precision
taxiing, etc. You’ll never know who will have right
mix of skills and the right type airplane : it could
be you! So come on out, have a hot dog on the
club and enjoy!

 Bob Mellen of FlyingFoam.com will be your guest
speaker for the May meeting. FlyingFoam.com is a
supplier of foam wing cores to kit builders, competi-
tion flyers, scratch builders and a number of RPV
and UAV manufacturers. FlyingFoam.com started
out as a part time garage operation, but quickly grew
to become a full time business operating out of an
1800 sq. ft. facility in Riverside, California.

FlyingFoam.com uses custom built CNC equipment
to produce foam cores that are unmatched in accu-
racy and quality compared to template cutting and

This Month’s Program

by VP Doug Rubin

other  methods.

FlyingFoam.com also sells EPP foam in a several
sizes and thicknesses. Both 1.3# and 1.9# density
EPP foam is available. Thin sliced EPP foam is
produced in house for indoor 3D electrics, and is
available in a several thicknesses.

For more information, visit www.FlyingFoam.com.
Bob will be available to answer your questions on
foam cutting and foam
wing construction.

This is a beautiful Adobe Illustrator and/or Photoshp illustration
submitted by new member Robert Fulton, who is a professional
photographer and commercial artist. I gratefully acknowleged his
intest in contributing to Peak Charge, but provided the following
insights and guidelines which might well apply to your input.

 The cover each month is dedicated to RC electric aircraft, usually
being flown  by members at out field. “Making the cover” is one of
the little pleasures that a member can receive.Dometimes I will be
given  a description of the mode and the name of the builder.  At
other times I will show contest winners, or team members before,
during, or after performance at a world championship. I frequently
use layers in Photoshop to feature several different models, simulat-
ing combat or whatever. Your editor has never had a cover
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What a blast from the past! I haven’t thought about
“fender skirts” in years. When I was a kid, I consid-
ered it such a funny term; made me think of a car in a
dress. Other words have quietly disappeared from our
language with hardly a notice, like “curb feelers” and
“steering knobs.” Since I’d been thinking of cars, my
mind naturally went that direction first. Any kids will
probably have to find some elderly person over 50 to
explain some of these terms to you.

Remember “Continental kits?” They were rear
bumper extenders and spare tire covers that were
supposed to make any car as cool as a Lincoln Conti-
nental.  When did we quit calling them “emergency
brakes?” At some point “parking brake” became the
proper term. But I miss the hint of drama that went
with “emergency brake”.  I’m sad, too, that almost all
the old folks are gone who would call the accelerator
the “foot feed.”  Editor’s Note:  I always called it the
gas pedal.

Didn’t you ever wait at the street for your daddy to
come home, so you could ride the “running board” up
to the house?

Here’s a phrase I heard all the time in my youth but
never anymore; “store-bought.” Of course, just about
everything is store-bought these days. But once it was
bragging material to have a store-bought dress or a
store-bought bag of candy.

”Coast to coast” is a phrase that once held all sorts of
excitement and now means almost nothing. Now we
take the term “worldwide” for granted.  This floors
me.

On a smaller scale, “wall-to-wall” was once a magical
term in our homes In the ’50s, everyone covered his
or her hardwood floors with, wow, wall-to-wall
carpeting! Today, everyone replaces their wall-to-wall
carpeting with hardwood floors. Go figure.

When’s the last time you heard the quaint phrase “in
a family way?” It’s hard to imagine that the word
“pregnant” was once considered a little too graphic, a

little too clinical for use in polite company. So we had
all that talk about stork visits and “being in a family
way” or simply “expecting.”

Apparently “brassiere” is a word no longer in usage. I
said it the other day and my daughter cracked up. I
guess it’s just “bra” now. “Unmentionables” probably
wouldn’t be understood at all.

It’s hard to recall that this word was once said in a
whisper -”divorce.” And no one is called a “divorcee”
anymore. Certainly not a “gay divorcee.” Come to
think of it, “confirmed bachelors” and “career girls”
are long gone, too.

I always loved going to the “picture show,” but I
considered “movie” an affectation. Another Editor’s
Note:  I guess I’m just too old; for me it was going to
the flicks (25 cycle before 60 became common place).

Most of these words go back to the ’50s, but here’s a
pure-’60s word I came across the other day - “rat
fink.” Ooh, what a nasty put-down!

Here’s a word I miss - “percolator.” That was just a
fun word to say. And what was it replaced with?
“coffee maker.” How dull. Mr. Coffee, I blame you
for this.

I miss those made-up marketing words that were
meant to sound so modern and now sound so retro.
Words like “DynaFlow” and “ElectraLuxe.” Introduc-
ing the 1963 Admiral TV, now with “SpectraVision!”

Food for thought - Was there a telethon that wiped out
lumbago? Nobody complains of that anymore. Maybe
that’s what castor oil cured, because I never hear
mothers threatening their kids with castor oil any-
more. More from your Editor.  What about sciatica
and rheumatism?
Some words aren’t gone, but are definitely on the
endangered list. The one that grieves me most -
“supper.” Now everybody says “dinner.” Save a great
word. Invite someone to supper. Discuss fender
skirts.

a blast from the past
by Ron Stark
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Minutes from the April Meeting
by Sylvia FeeIntroduction-

David Pitcairn called the April
meeting to order on 4/26/05 at 7:20
PM.

Old Business-

None.

New Business-

Sylvia Fee explained suggested
minor changes and clarifications
to the club bylaws, copies of
which had been mailed to the
membership in the April issue of
Peak Charge.  Voting on approval

(or otherwise) will take place at
the May meeting.

On June 18, the San Diego County
Association of Clubs Team and
Fun Fly will take place at Chollas
Park

The Program-

David Pitcairn introduced Douglas
Fronius, Deputy Director of Tactical
UAV Systems forn Northrop
Grumman Unmanned Systems.  His
PowerPoint presentation was

punctuated with insights based on his
personal experiences.  He took us
from the early beginnings when
aerial photography was captured on
film, to the present day where digital
images are delivered in-flight
instantaneously, and “aircraft” take
off and land from and to anyplace on
the globe, and communicate with the
ground as if there was a pilot aboard.

Mr. Fronius has promised to return at
a later date with another insightful
lecture on state-of-the-art UAVs

Show & Tell-

Mike Blott showed a CD Rom
spinner? (see picture) and Bob Abel
presented his Dragonfly

Club Raffle-

The usual fine mix of prizes were
dispensed to an eager audience.

The meeting was adjourned at
approximately 9:00PM.
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Need sunshine and calm air to soar? Nope! I’ve been
reading about how to find and stay in thermals with
model RC sailplanes. It all sounded pretty simple—three
things give you stronger thermals: sunny weather, light
wind, and low humidity.
The first one makes sense. Sunlight falling on plowed
fields, cut grass, woods, or parking lots gives you uneven
heat, which generates thermals. The second one does too,
because the lighter the wind, the less damage done to
beginning thermals. Never did figure out the humidity
part, but under-standing two out of three isn’t bad!

My first sailplane flights as a novice pilot supported this
theory. Everytime the weather was sunny with light wind,
I hit the flying fields and practiced. Then one day, I
headed out to the Wingmasters field even though the
weather was not “right” for soaring.
There were storm clouds building and a steady wind at
about 15 mph. I loaded the airplane up with ballast and let

her rip. As soon as it flew off the high-start, I knew it was
in strong lift. After only three turns in the core, the
airplane was so high I could hardly see it. It was going up
like a rocket. What was that about the strongest lift on
calm days?
I flew for 15 minutes on that flight, and I almost lost my
airplane because I could barely see it. Then in November,
I went out to the RAMS field at Wright-Patterson AFB for
one last flying session before winter. With a solid overcast
and a dark sky, I launched toward the North. After launch,
I realized that my sailplane was slowly gaining altitude.
I started flying in big circles, drifting slowly downwind. I
flew to the limit of my vision and then headed back
toward the point where I first caught lift. I found another
thermal, and rode it down the same path the first one had
followed. I landed after almost 35 minutes in the air—my
longest flight to date.
So much for theory! Now I’m going to fly whenever I get
the chance—forget the weather.

from the Dayton Wingmasters, Dayton OH

Soaring on a cloudy day
by Bob McCarty

A good model aircraft spotter does not have to be a
flier. They can be a spouse, boyfriend, girlfriend, or
an interested friend. They should, however, have
some training that goes along with their responsibil-
ity.
Good spotters:
1. Begin their duties as they approach the pilot’s
aircraft. They observe the fueling ports for security,
backed out screws, hatch security, proper frequency
pin etc. and alert the pilot to anything out of the
ordinary. They also observe the type and number of
aircraft flying in the pattern.
2. Spotters should get a good grasp on the aircraft,
even if there is a mechanical restraint. Proper hear-
ing protection may be required. They clear down-
wind of the propeller prop wash, and warn any
people standing in the propeller arc to stand back.
They observe the position of the throttle stick on the
transmitter—always keep their eyes on the pilots left
thumb, and watch for a fast full throttle.

from the Ocala Flying Model Club, Ocala FL

Guidelines for a good spotter
by Jim Malek

3. After the aircraft is started, they observe the
functional check on the control surfaces for proper
deflections. Is the antenna extended, etc.?
4. They check the runway, departure end, crosswind,
downwind, and base legs for traffic prior to calling
taxing out and takeoff.
5. After take off the pilot will feed them information
on their intentions, i.e., do a loop, roll, stall turn etc.
The spotters will stay ahead of the aircraft, feeding
the pilot traffic information.
6. Before landing, they call out “landing,” and make
sure the runway is clear. After landing the spotters’
job is not done. They check the final leg as the pilot
taxis off or is on the field recovering his/her air-
plane, alerting other pilots of landing aircraft or
aircraft taxing out.
7. From the time the spotters are on the flightline
until the engine is shut down and the aircraft is
removed from the flight line, the spotters must have
situational awareness to their surroundings.
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San Diego Electroglide and Open Electroglide for April

30 April 2005 

Our numbers declined a bit this month.  Perhaps it was the unsettled weather during the week!  
The men at the top still managed to find thermals as well as rack up landing points.  Five flights 
in the San Diego Electroglide (Speed 400’s) were over 12 minutes, and I heard a few cries of 
anguish that pilots couldn’t get on the ground within the 15 minute limit!
The wind did increase for the Open Class and it contributed to some tricky landings, but Oran 
scored on all three! 
BTW, we print the frequencies each month so that pilots coming into the competition can avoid a 
duplication in channels.   
All of you are welcome, so please join us --  speed 400, Open, or both!

The May Electroglide will be, Saturday, May 28th.  If you can’t join us in the flying, come out 
and take a look at this fun Club Event.  The first toss will be at 9:30.

Don Wemple

The San Diego Electroglide

   Pilot     Freq.   Model       Toss 1     Toss 2    Toss 3     Total
Pedro Brantuas 48 Lil Bird ll 82 48 108 238

Frank Smith 30 Owne Dezine 87 20 85 192

Dave Kemper 37 Pulsar 2000M 111 64 0 175
Bob Anson 31 Sumo 84 32 48 164
Tom DeShon 39 Sunbird 52 0 108 160
Roger Pedersen 55 Pulsar 46 21 51 118
Don Wemple 43 Lil Bird llM 51 0 53 104

The Open Electroglide

     Pilot        Freq.  Model      Toss 1    Toss 2     Toss 3     Total
Dave Kemper 37 Topaz - M     0 102 57 159
Oran Bloodworth 04 Topaz 49 37 30 116
Jon Colton 19 Silent Dream 41 20 18 79    

11

a calendar of upcoming events
in and near San Diego County

May 21 Palomar FlyersxTop Dawg Scale Meet
May 28-29 Bakersfield IMAC
June 4th SEFSD Fun Fly

June 11- 12 Whittier Narrows (LA) IMAC
June 18 San Diego County Association of Clubs Team and Fun Fly Chollas Park

July 9th......SDCounty Assoc Swap Meet ...Balboa Park
July 10th SEFSD Precision Aerobatics IMAC basic for Electric

July 16th Probable date for the Balboa Park Swap Meet
July 16-17 Camarillo IMAC

July 23rd.....Precision Aerobatics at SEFSD
July 29- 31 CVMRCC Helicopter Fun Fly

July 30-31 Buzzing on the Border Heli Fun Fly CVMRCC
August 6-7  Scale Electric 2005 Palomar RC Flyers

August 13 Tentative Pylon
August 20-21 San Diego IMAC (CVMRCC Field)

September 10-11 USA F5B Team Trials and 3rd Intergalactic F5B
Sept 10-11 Prado IMAC

Sept 24 INSITE on the Border Flying Event
.
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The Aviator
From the pages of Design News

Thinking Big, An Aerospace Engineer Takes On Hollywood
Charles J. Murray — 4/4/2005

Scroll down for behind-the-scenes footage of the
engineering of the model airplanes for the Aviator.
Shortly after producers of “The Aviator” began
gearing up to make their epic film biography of
Howard Hughes, aircraft engineer and USC grad Joe
Bok received his first Hollywood contract. But when
Bok, who normally builds flying drones for the
military, pored over it, he noticed an unusual stipula-
tion: It called for not one, but two copies of every
aircraft model to be used in the film. ”I asked, ‘Why
two?’” recalls Bok (also correctly spelled “Bock”).
“And they said, ‘Because when you crash the first
one, we want the second one on the runway with the
propeller spinning. ’”Thus began Bok’s own high-
pressure epic, which started in earnest when Bok,
the head of the 35 employee shop Aero Telemetry
Corp., brazenly told the big-money Hollywood
producers that he didn’t need to build duplicates
because his models wouldn’t crash. For Bok, how-
ever, the decision to forgo the obligatory Hollywood
crash duplicate was a high-wire act based more on
engineering intelligence than guts. Contrary to
typical movie studio logic, Bok believed that radio-
controlled model airplanes wouldn’t crash if de-
signed according to classical aerodynamic theory
and endowed with sufficient size and weight. That’s
why he and a staff of six engineers decided to build
models considered gargantuan in the world of radio-
controlled aircraft, the biggest being a 30 ft, wide,
648 lb. version of Hughes’ infamous XF-11 recon-
naissance plane. By most measures, even Bok’s
“small” models were big: His version of Hughes H-
1B racer sported an 18-ft wingspan and weighed in
at 450 lbs, while his scale-model of the fabled
“Spruce Goose” measured 26 ft from wingtip to
wingtip, and weighed 375 lbs. ”I’ve never seen an
electric-powered model the size of his Spruce
Goose,” notes radio-controlled aircraft aficionado
Don Hofeldt, who helped with the Goose’s design.
Indeed, Aero Telemetry’s models were mammoth for

Hollywood, which is typically more inclined to
employ brief shots of tiny models. But Bok believed
that size was a necessity, especially in light of
Hollywood’s track record. ”I’ve been out here for 20
years and I know almost everyone who has ever tried
to fly an airplane for a movie,” says Bok, who has
resided in the area since playing football for, and
earning an aerospace engineering at, the University
of Southern California during the 1980s. “And all
the models have crashed, and they’ve all looked

hokey.

”Aerospace engineer Joe Bok brazenly told the big
money Hollywood producer that his models
wouldn’t crash, but Bok, by aiming to avoid that
distinction, increased the pressure on himself and his
staff. Hollywood executives, aware of Bok’s no-net
approach, all but threatened him with penalties for
failure. ”They made it pretty clear that if we didn’t
show up on shooting day, or if we were late, or if the
models didn’t work, they would have $4 million
worth of people and equipment standing idle,” Bok
recalls. “In terms of pressure, it was worse than any
military customer we ever had. ”Hollywood Pressure
Cooker
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A comparison of key characteristics of Hughe’s’s
actual planes versus the model Airplane Flight
History
Wingspan Weigh Propulsion System H-1B racer set
speed record (352 mph) 31'-9"5,500 lbs 1,000-hp
radial piston engine H-1B model flew 160 mph18 ft
450 lbs 360 cc twin-cylinder XF-11 crashed in
Beverly Hills 100+ ft 58,000 lbs two, 28-cylinder
radial engines XF-11 model flew 150 mph 30 ft 648
lbs 273 cc twin-cylinderSpruce GooseFlew once320
ft300,000 lbs eight radial seaplane engines.  Spruce
Goose model fFlew 90 mph 26 ft 375 lbs eight
electric motors.  

Aircraft Design: Why Bigger is Better: when
engineer Joe Bok built models for “The Aviator,” he
broke Hollywood tradition by constructing planes
with wingspans as large as 30 ft and masses ap-
proaching 650 lbs.Why? Because he listened to
Osbourne Reynolds. Reynolds, whose pioneering
fluid mechanics work in the 1880s is immortalized
in the form of the unitless coefficient known as the
“Reynolds number,” defined the relationship be-
tween viscous forces and momentum forces. His
number, still widely used today, grows larger when
momentum forces rise. For airplane wings of a given
chord length, L, the Reynolds number is expressed
as follows:-

Bok’s

airfoil, which has a Reynolds number of 302,800,
showed good control characteristics. Has he used a
smaller plane (with a Reynolds number of 58,800),
drag and airflow separation would have increased,
resulting in less control and greater instability.In
general, bigger aircraft have bigger Reynolds num-
bers. Thirty-ft-wide models like those built by Bok
can have Reynolds numbers of a million or more,

while smaller radio-controlled models may have
Reynolds numbers in the 100,000 range. A very
small (and aerodynamically unstable) flying object,
such as a butterfly, may have a Reynolds number of
just 7,000.All of this matters, Bok says, because
momentum and viscosity affect the boundary layer
of air on a wing’s surface. And the boundary layer, in
turn, is the single most important difference between
the performance characteristics of full-sized aircraft
and models. For full-sized airplane wings traveling
at high speed, mass inertia is the more dominant
factor. In contrast, for model airplanes traveling at
lower speeds, viscous forces are more significant.
That’s why tiny models with 1 ft and 2 ft wing spans
are more prone to crashing, Bok says.”The bottom
line on Reynolds number and airfoil design is that it
directly affects the wing’s stalling characteristics,”
Bok says. “A relatively low Reynolds number will
result in an early stall.”Bok’s designs on the H-1B
racer and XF-11 spy plane models therefore maxi-
mized Reynolds numbers as a way of minimizing the
chances of an inadvertent stall due to high bank
angles at full power. Aerodynamics experts say that
such principles manifest themselves in ways that can
be grasped intuitively. Smaller models, they say, are
more likely to be buffeted by gusts of winds. Unlike
huge commercial airplanes, which steer like barges,
smaller aircraft react quickly to control surface
movements.”What it comes down to is that aerody-
namics don’t scale well,” Bok adds. “You never
want to copy a big plane’s airfoil onto a small plane.
If the small plane goes too slow, or gets up too high
in a turn, it could tip over and stall.”
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Eight

brushless dc motors spun the propellers and lifted
the 375 bulk of the Spruce Goose seaplane in Long
Beach Harbor, size notwithstanding, Aero
Telemetry’s tasks would have been manageable were
they not salted with complexity and with nearly
impossible time constraints. The project, which
started with the construction of a scale model of
Hughes ill-fated XF-11 reconnaissance plane, sud-
denly took on greater proportions after “The
Aviator’s” producers lost their full-scale model of
the H-1 racer following a crash that destroyed the
plane and took the owner’s life. Still in shock over
the sudden turn of events, the producers approached
Bok in August 2003 and asked if he would be willing
to build an H-1 scale model in tandem with the XF-
11 that his staff was already constructing. ”I told the
producers, ‘We’ve got to build it large enough so
that it looks and flies like a real airplane,’” Bok
recalls.-

Aero

Telemetry engineers hold the XF-11 model while its
engines warm up prior to test flight on Catalina
Island.  After the two parties reached an agreement,
Bok and his staff temporarily set the XF-11 aside
and began work on the H-1 racer, which would
become the Best Picture nominee’s most important
scale model. Hours after the agreement was reached,

Aero Telemetry’s staff began making 3D CAD
models of the H-1, and then quickly hogged out of a
foam block of the fuselage, adding wood and car-
bon-fiber box spars for the wings. Bok hired “sculp-
tors” to carve the model’s features into the foam
fuselage and then approached expert surf board
makers to lay up the carbon fiber and resins for the
composite wings. Molds for the wings were designed
using a software program called Rhinoceros from
Robert McNeel & Associates and airfoils were
completed with CompuFoil software from SoarSoft
Software. ”We had a whole army of sculptors work-
ing on it,” Bok says. “Once they got it all perfect,
they began putting fiberglass over it. ”In all, Aero
Telemetry used six engineers, including one design
engineer, one hydraulics engineer, one software
engineer, and two electrical engineers. They also
employed two machinists on lathes for the engines,
two on Bridgeport mills, and one on a computer
numerical control (CNC) mill.

Will  the real Leonardo please stand up? To provide
a pilot for the radio-controlled airplanes that flew,
Aero Telemetry sewed molded Leonardo DiCaprio
cases onto dolls sized to match the scale models.
Bok’s staff, however, points to the retractable land-
ing gears (used on both the XF-11 and H-1 racer) as
the biggest design challenge. Because the models
existed in a netherworld that lay somewhere between
hobbyist aircraft and Cessna-sized planes, no com-
mercial landing gear fit the bill. ”There was simply
nothing out there that we could use,” notes Butch
Fleck, an Aero Telemetry mechanical engineer who
also had experience designing landing gears for
Boeing 747s and DC-9s. “We needed something
generic and simple, but strong enough to stand up to
the impact of landing, and that just didn’t exist. ”Out
of necessity, the staff solved the problem by building
landing gears from scratch. The H-1 racer used two
20-lb retractable wing gears that included a 2,000-
psi, 24V hydraulic pump from Parker Hannifin’s
Oildyne Division, powered by a pair of 12V lead-
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acid batteries wired in series. The pump provided
pressure to a 0.5-inch-diameter linear hydraulic
actuator, specially machined by Aero Telemetry’s
staff to actuate the landing gear’s wheels. The
company’s engineers say that the gear design, which
required four weeks of 18-hr days for two engineers
and four machinists to complete, was critical. If it
didn’t work, the planes would have crash-landed and
set filming back by months. “We had to support a
hard landing and a heavy aircraft,” Fleck says. “If it
failed, it would have shut down the whole show.
”Tweener” Poses Power Train Challenges Being a
“tweener” project that existed between the world of
commercial aircraft and hobbyist planes meant that
the company’s engineers also needed to develop
their own power trains, including engines, electric
motors, and gearboxes. The H-1 racer model, for
example, used a 360-cc two-stroke gasoline engine
with twin cylinders re-bored to produce more power.
Aero Telemetry’s engineers also designed a special
exhaust system and gearbox to squeeze more power
from it. Bok’s biggest departure from conventional
radio controlled modeling, however, was his use of
electric motors to lift the 26 ft wide, 375 lbs Her-
cules or “Spruce Goose.” Working with Hofeldt, a
hobbyist who buys gas models and converts them to
electric, the company developed a system to power
the model’s eight 16-inch propellers.

SolidWorks

drawings done by Aero Telemetry show the retract-
able landing gear, recessed in the wing......and the
hydraulic actuator for the H-1’a main gear. In the
end, Aero Telemetry employed eight small brushless
dc motors, each powered by a tiny battery pack
containing 20 nickel-metal hydride cells, thus
providing enough thrust to lift the wooden model
from the water in Long Beach Harbor, where its
maiden flight was filmed. ”There were 300 people in
costume on barges there in the harbor, watching the
model take off,” Hofeldt recalls. “It was an amazing
sight. Equally important, however, was the

company’s use of telemetry to control the planes.
From the outset, “The Aviator’s” producers called
for the radio-controlled models to fly in areas popu-
lated by actors on the ground. Serious operational
errors, especially with models weighing between 400
and 700 lbs, could have been fatal for onlookers. ”It
would have been like a cruise missile coming in,”
Bok states. To control the models, Bok chose mili-
tary-grade transmitters and receivers, augmented by
custom-designed RF sections, operating at typical
military frequencies (1.4 GHz). The higher fre-
quency was used, he says, because such frequencies
are more tolerant to electromagnetic interference.
Using the in-house-designed controls, Bok says the
planes exceeded all expectations. The XF-11 made
its first flight on Nov. 21, 2003, followed two days
later by the flight of the lumbering Spruce Goose in
Long Beach Harbor. ”We didn’t crash a model and
didn’t have so much as a glitch,” he says. “We never
lost control of the planes for even a split second.”
Moreover, Aero Telemetry’s H-1 racer made its
critical flights in the California Desert on Nov. 4,
2003, a scant three months after the company
reached agreement with the movie’s producers.
Scenes of Bok’s flying model ended up playing a
critical role in the movie, along with computerized
models (so-called “CG” models), and static models
(for ground shots). Ultimately, Bok’s H-1B model
followed in the historical tracks of the record-setting
original by flying 160 mph, reportedly the fastest
half-scale model (manned or unmanned) ever built.
”The radio-controlled model was a huge component
of the success for its sequence in the movie,” notes
Aviator executive producer, Chris Brigham. Shots of
the XF-11 and Hercules models were also used in the
film, along with computerized models.  Bok expects
the impact made by his company’s models to have a
lasting effect on Hollywood, which in the past five
years has made a hard turn toward computer graph-
ics. He says his company is now negotiating with
directors Steven Spielberg and Clint Eastwood to do
aircraft models for the in-the-works film “Flags of
Our Fathers.””This is groundbreaking; Hollywood
has never used models this big,” Bok concludes.
“It’s going to change the way these kinds of special
effects are done, for years going forward.” 


